Pre-Dynastic Egyptian Mystery School, 2009-2010 – Margie M. Mulligan, Ph.D.
What’s going on in your life now?
 Are you on an emotional roller coaster, up one day or week then down the next?
 Do you have certain parts of your body or energy field that feel congested or blocked?
 Are you dissatisfied with some parts of the life you are drawing toward yourself?
 Would you like more clarity about your soul’s purpose?
 Does your work, job or career seem unsatisfying or do you question its value?
 How are your work, family and friend relationships? Would you like more loving and
being loved, respectful and being respected?
If you agreed with 3 or more of these statements, then you may want to consider attending the
Pre-Dynastic Egyptian Mystery School.
What are the Benefits from a Mystery School?
 Raise your vibration to a higher level for a “better life”, more happiness, joy, love.
 Clear dysfunctional cellular memories from your energy body - Comprehensive clearing
and evolving of each chakra and the entire energy system (Egyptians call this creating
the Sahu or etheric body),
 Healing and evolutionary tools - Learning powerful, ancient self-help energy and
meditation practices for each chakra and related issues, for use when you need them,
 Connecting with your Higher Self - Stronger spiritual guidance from connecting with your
Higher Self through the Neters (deities) of Ancient Egypt,
 Confidence in your Soul/Spirit’s existence and how to deal with life, death and dying.
Is this what you want in your life? Do these seem valuable or worthwhile to you? Maybe the
Egyptian Mystery School is right for you.
Are you really committed to owning your own power and creating a better life?
 Do you have a clear intention to make changes?
 Do you have at least 15-30 min per day to devote to this effort?
 Can you take something “off your plate” to allow you to do this?
 Can you get the support you need for this work from the people around you?
If you answer yes to most of these questions you have the ability to be successful at using the
incredible power of the Egyptian Mysteries to transform your life.
Who will be teaching this Mystery School?
Nadia K. Eagles (left) was my Mystery
School teacher 22 years ago. She has
since transitioned into Spirit and, from
that place, has agreed to partner with
me, Margie M. Mulligan (right), to teach
the Pre-Dynastic Egyptian mysteries to a
current generation of students. I will
teach the class, Nadia will be present
during and between classes guide us all,
when needed. This teamwork will serve
you to apply the ancient teachings to your modern life.
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What is an Egyptian Mystery School anyway?
The Egyptian teachings are based on the story of Osirius, who was the first human to become a
god or Neter by re-creating himself, with the help of his consort Isis and her sister Nepthes. The
mysteries of Egypt are a symbolic representation of the journey up the Nile, with each temple
representing a chakra. The goal is to purify each chakra and build an etheric temple or spirit
body called the Sahu in the underworld for conscious use after death. Having this temple makes
this life better as well. This Egyptian process of “God-making” is similar to what folks in other
traditions call the ascension process, where you connect strongly with your Higher Self/Soul.
This is called a Mystery School because the teachings are dealing with the invisible, energy or
spiritual nature of our consciousness. The spiritual teachings and practices are not
understandable from our logical or mental body, so they seem like mysteries or magic. The
spiritual body or our intuitive nature is needed to understand these teachings. Making a
connection between our logical and intuitive natures makes for a whole brain/mind and supports
our connection with Spirit or Divine Consciousness.
During the journey, the cosmos is seen as created by each Neter (god/goddess). The sequence
of the sessions is:
1st Chakra - Osiris, Isis, earth (yellow cube)
2nd Chakra – Selkis/Sorquet, water (silver crescent), Horus/Set (light and shadow)
3rd Chakra - Amon Ra, fire (red triangle)
4th Chakra – Hathor, the neter of the heart/divine compassion (clear white light)
High Heart – The Beloved
5th Chakra – Neith, air (blue circle)
6th Chakra – Sekhmet, fire of illumination (indigo egg of akasa)
7th Chakra – Thoth and Maat (indigo egg of akasa)
How would the Mystery School work?
The Pre-Dynastic Egyptians that I was initiated into kept their spiritual practices for developing
higher consciousness secret for 17 generations, handing them down from teacher to student
each generation, in total secrecy. When the energy of the Harmonic Convergence in 1987
indicated that the timing was right, my teacher, Nadia K. Eagles, was allowed to reveal them,
publically, to a group of 50 initiates. This Mystery School was held over a period of 2 years, and
a core group stayed in close contact with each other until 1992, using the practices on a regular
basis to create the etheric temple, the SAHU, higher self.
Nadia did not identify any of us from the Mystery School to carry on teaching the Egyptian
Mysteries after she left the physical world. However, she is on my Soul Council and I have
received permission from her to lead these Egyptian initiations to a small, select group of
individuals. I will present the concepts and principles, as well as leading practices and
answering questions. If you are guided to attend, then you may be one of these people.
The Mystery School starts with the base chakra and begins the process of creating the SAHU
body by learning to contact Neters or divine beings associated with each chakra. It ends with
an Initiation into the crown chakra. These teachings are mostly Initiatory (deep trance work and
ritual), and will be held every two or three at a time, with 5-6 weeks between sessions. Before
each session, you will receive a preparation assignment. The purpose of these preliminary
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materials is to trigger the energy needed for the Initiation. To this end, we will give you
information about the Neters for the current chakra and practices to be done before each
session to deepen the energy.
When would Mystery School begin? How long would it last?
FREE Tele-seminar: April 27, 90 min, starting at 6pm Mt (3pm, Hawaii, 5pm Pacific, 8pm
Eastern) Call for tele-seminar numbers (pre-payment bonuses announced on call, good
for 48 hrs)
Program Dates for 2010: Initiations held in Fort Collins, private residence, 10am - 6pm (bring
lunch & snacks, water). Must enroll for whole series.
- May 15, 1st chakra (earth), Sat
- May 16, 2nd chakra (water), Sun.
- July 31, 3rd chakra (fire), Sat.
- Aug 1, .4th chakra (heart), Sun
- Sept 25, High Heart/Beloved, Sat.
- Sept 26, 5th chakra (air), Sun.
- Nov 13, 6th chakra (illumination), Sat.
- Nov 14, 7th chakra (akasha),
If you have a group of people interested in the mystery school in some other location,
contact me. Travel for initiations is a possibility.

Pricing:
1 day initiations are $140/day for 8 sessions = $1,120 for the whole program, FULL PRICE
without Discount
DISCOUNTS:
Down payment is $280 (cost of first 2 sessions) and agreement to have electronic funds transfer
(EFT) for the remainder of the classes, two at a time for 3 more sessions.
Prepayment of total = If you pre-pay the full price of the Mystery School program, you will get a
25% discount off the price. (This means 2 sessions will be free.) The price is $840.
If your intention is strong to attend the Mystery School, but finances are an issue, contact me to work out
a payment plan. (Automatic billing monthly through your bank.)
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